
IAEC - Monitoring of Ionizing Radiation

The other part of the present story deuls with continuous

surveillance of the environment for the determination of

ionizing radiation background. Ionizing rudiution. resulting

from cosmic radiation und from natural radioactivity in the

earth crus und in the atmosphere is constantly present at

varying levels in our environment.

Continuous measurement of background radiation levels

enables an early and timely detection of anomalous increases

due, for example, to excessive incidental releases of

radioactive material from nearby as well as distant installations

and facilities. Researchers at the Nuclear Research Center -

Negev (NRCN) have developed sophisticated yet easy to use

systems, designed for automated round the clock environmental

monitoring of ionizing radiation levels, and storge the data in

readily accessible form.
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The heart of the system is the ENVIRAM BIO

Radiation Monitor, shown on Fig. I.

/. The Enviram System

Fig. I: The ENVIRAM BIO
radiation monitor
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The ENV1RAM BIO was designed to operate as a

stand alone instrument, or as a component in a network of

ENVIRAM BIO units, linked to a Communication and

Control Center.

The ENVIRAM can accommodate a variety of

detectors, but is normally used with the very wide range

Geiger-Muller WR-20 probe covering dose rates from 0.01

uSv/h to I Sv/h (I^tR/h - lOOR/h), with u flat energy

response from 60 to 1300 keV.

In a stand alone mode the ENVIRAM monitor allows

continuous measurement and reporting of gamma radiation

dose rates and of accumulated exposures, and provides a

visual and audible alarm signal whenever a user-selected

preset radiation level is exceeded.

The unit incorporates rechargeable battery backups

for uninterrupted operation is cases of power failure.

In a network several ENVIRAM units are connected

via telephone lines and digital communications hardware and

software to a central Communications and Control Center.

The arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 2.

The local data logging unit (Front End Processor - FEP)

attached to each ENVIRAM monitor in the network is used

for interim storage of the data. Communication with

individual units is initiated, at user selected intervals, by the

Control Center.
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However, in case of malfunction or radiation alarm, the

FEP initiates immediate communication and sends an

appropriate message to the Control Center. In cases of

communication breakdowns, data can be stored in the FEP for

up to 24 hours, for later retrieval and processing.
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Fig. 2: Schematic ofENVIRAM
network monitoring
system.
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Fig. 3: Schematic of a large scale
ENVIRAM network
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All local detector and monitor parameters are remotely

accessible and can be controlled, set and reset from the

control center.

As a unique option, the system can automatically

initiate communication with and transmit alarm messages to a

personal paging unit carried by a designated duty officer.

In extended stacked architecture modes, shown in

Fig.3, up to eight regional control centers, each incorporating

up to 128 monitoring stations, can be connected to and

controlled by a single Main Control Center, and serve as a

backbone of central or national radiation monitoring

networks.

//. The Smarts System
Continuous surveillance is an important aspect of

monitoring ionizing radiation. In and around nuclear plants,

for example, there is an interest in long term records of

radiation levels at well defined locations such as laboratories,

offices, workshops and other routinely occupied areas, or

around major pieces of equipment If would thus be

advantegous to have a device capable of giving an automatic

and accurate identification of the location where the radiation

level was measured. The SMARTS (Survey Mapping

Automatic Radiation Tracking System) has been developed to

give radiation protection personnel the means to generate,

store and modify survey maps of facilities using ionizing

radiation such as nuclear power plants, research institutes

and hospitals. A battery-operated portable monitor enables an

operator to conduct accurate measurements of ionizing

radiation levels, at reproducible locations identified by a bar

code system. The data is recorded and later
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downloaded into a personal computer, stored in files,

correlated with specific survey maps and displayed in

convenient formats, as a function of location and time.

The instrument is depicted in Pig.4 and examples of

available displays are shown in Fig. 5.

The ENVIRAM and SMARTS systems are produced

commercially and marketed world-wide by Rotem Industries

Ltd.

Fig 4. The SMARTS monitor

Fig.5(a): Radiation level sun y
map around a pump
installation
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Fig. Mb): Time evolution of
radiation levels
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